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After Kazuo Hattori thoroughly inspected the scene, the first thing that came to his mind
was that this task seemed too simple.

You should know that when they helped Ryoto Matsumoto kidnap Fritz Banks and Zara
Banks, the task was much more difficult than this.

At that time, all the followers of Banks family were killed silently, and then the two were
taken out from dozens of high-tall buildings. Generally, this task was much simpler than
it was back then.

Hattori Kazuo also participated in the operation against the Banks brother and sister, but
after the mission was successful, he did not take participate anymore on taking them
both to Kyoto.

Therefore, in his eyes, this mission is not technically difficult.

After inspecting the site in its entirety, Kazuo Hattori asked Charlson Cox, “Mr. Cox, can
you give me relevant information about the target person this time?”

Charlson Cox said lightly, “You don’t need to know the identity of the target for the
moment. I’ll tell you on the 11th.”

According to Charlson Cox’s plan, Stefanie Sun’s invitation to a charity dinner should
always be kept strictly confidential.

Even the words to communicate with Stefanie Sun allow her to attend as a mystery
guest, which will not only increase the mystery of the charity dinner, but also ensure that
when Stefanie Sun arrives, the media and the fanatics don’t follow her or bother her.

After Stefanie Sun arrives, the pre-established staff will take her directly to the salon,
and a special passage will be prepared for her, so that Stefanie Sun’s caravan can park
directly in the salon of banquet from the back door.

As a result, even members of the New York Chinese Chamber of Commerce who would
attend the charity dinner that night didn’t know that the famous Stefanie Sun would be
under the same roof as them.



Therefore, it is even less likely that Charlson Cox will let Hattori Kazuo know the
purpose of the kidnapping in advance.

Besides, what Charlson Cox didn’t know was that Kazuo Hattori not only knew Stefanie
Sun, but he also liked Stefanie Sun’s works a lot and could be considered a fan of
Stefanie Sun.

Not only that, Kazuo Hattori saw Stefanie Sun appear next to Charlie on Wade
Mountain with his own eyes.

If he knew that the target of this kidnapping was Stefanie Sun, he would have left the
United States immediately without saying a word.

Kazuo Hattori, who stayed in the dark, saw that Charlson Cox wasn’t willing to reveal
the information of the objective, so he stopped asking, but changed the subject and
asked, “By the way, Mr. Cox, what is the origin of the bodyguards of the group? Are they
also ninjas? Or Chinese martial arts master?”

“No,” Charlson Cox said firmly, “The bodyguards are all from security companies in the
United States, and they are basically retired American special forces and special
police.”

Hattori Kazuo sighed lightly.

The Iga ninja’s general force is the highest among the four major ninja families in Japan,
therefore, the only thing he fears is actually China’s martial arts master.

In the past, he didn’t take China’s martial arts masters into his eyes, until he saw
Charlie’s strength with his own eyes on Wade Mountain. At that moment, he realized
that the Japanese ninjutsu, in front of China’s martial arts, is not worth to mention.

After confirming there is no martial arts master around the target person, Hattori
Kazuo’s single concern completely dissolved.

In his opinion, he can easily complete this task and return home triumphant.

The second day after Kazuo Hattori took Iga Ninja to New York, Stefanie Sun and her
100-person performance crew arrived in New York on a charter flight.



For a while, Chinese enthusiasm in the United States was high and many fans in the
United States were excited too.

When the plane arrived at JFK, thousands of fans headed to the airport to greet her.

Because the scene was too large, it once caused chaos in traffic and order at the
airport.
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From JFK Airport to Buckingham Palace Hotel in New York, where Stefanie Sun stayed,
she took a total of 40 minutes by car.

However, due to fanaticism, it took Stefanie Sun two and a half hours to get to the hotel.

Before she arrived at the hotel, many local American media had already reported the
riots at the airport.

However, these media basically can’t believe that a Chinese singer has such a strong
fan base in the United States.

After all, they have always felt that American singers are the leaders of world pop
music.

Therefore, arrogant and santurons think it is impossible for a Chinese singer to have
such a big influence.

Some local media even asked questions deliberately, thinking the fans who picked them
up at the airport should be artists of the group hired by Stefanie Sun’s brokerage
company.

And Stefanie Sun also used her strength to answer the doubts of these western media.

Her concerts in New York and Boston were billed on time three hours after her arrival in
the United States.

The two concerts, with a total of 90,000 tickets, sold out in less than a minute, setting a
sales volume of over $100 million!



Although the US representation market is very mature, the star base is also very large,
so it is difficult for most representations to be sold out at the box office, and even if they
can run out, they can not sold out in so little time.

This news instantly reached the headlines of all entertainment media across the United
States.

Even Stefanie Sun’s North American tour partner didn’t expect her concert to have such
a strong box office appeal.

All of a sudden, Stefanie Sun has become the hottest topic in the entire American
entertainment industry.

The next day she arrived in the United States, Stefanie Sun attended a press
conference organized by her agency, which was her first public appearance after
arriving in the United States.

The live broadcast by the mainstream U.S. media, on television and multiple online
platforms, brought together tens of millions of people to watch simultaneously and once
again let American society see the influence of this Chinese queen.

When Hattori Kazuo saw the news on TV, his first thought was to regret not having had
the chance to stay in New York and watch Stefanie’s concert with his own eyes.

After all, Stefanie’s concert will begin on the 15th and he will immediately leave the
United States for the night after completing the mission on the night of the 11th.

With this regret, Kazuo Hattori led seven subordinates to kidnap Rudolph Brown, the
general manager of the Banquet Hall at the Royal Palace Hotel, and his family of nine
members from his home in New York.

After nine people were taken to the suburbs, Charlson Cox fixed a dump truck, loaded
the nine people in it, pulled them out of New York at once and parked them in a yard of
abandoned containers.

After leaving work, when Rudolph Brown drove his Mercedes-Benz back home, he was
surprised to discover that the house, which was noisy the whole time, turned out to be
empty.



His wife isn’t there, nor his four children. His parents and two little girls born in China are
also missing.

However, the whole house is very clean and tidy, and it doesn’t look like there was an
accident.

Just when Rudolph Brown took out his cell phone and wanted to call his wife to ask
what happened, his cell phone rang first.

Turned out to be a video call from his wife.

Without a doubt, Rudolph Brown immediately pushed the answer button. The moment
the screen turned on, her entire body felt as if he had been struck by lightning, his legs
weakened and fell to his knees with a deaf noise.

In the video, his parents, wife and children, as well as the two housewives, were all in a
container, their mouths were wrapped in black and could only forge and moan in pain.

At this moment, a ninja’s voice comes from the video, “If you want your family to live,
then don’t call the police and don’t warn anyone. You must follow our instructions. Once
it’s done, I’ll naturally let your family go.”

Having said that, the other part changed the subject and coldly said, “However, if you
dare call the police or tell someone else about this, then this is your fate!”

As soon as the voice dropped, on the video screen, a dagger instantly flew out and
inserted into one of the nanny’s eyebrows at an extremely fast speed!

The nanny, who was still fighting, stopped all movements in an instant and died
completely.

And her expression at this moment was extremely distorted due to fear, and she
couldn’t rest her eyes…
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At this moment, Rudolph Brown was so scared that he almost cried.

He didn’t have time to mourn the tragic death of the nanny, so he begged on the phone
like a madman, “I beg you not to hurt my family, no matter the conditions you put, I will
definitely agree with you…”



The other part said with satisfaction, “I hope you can cooperate like you said. If you dare
to watch out for us, I guarantee you won’t even see the bodies of your family!”

Rudolph Brown wept and said, “I will cooperate… I will cooperate! Please tell me what
you need me to do!”

The other part said to the light, “Go open the door now, my leader will communicate with
you personally.”

After Rudolph Brown heard it, he got a little surprised and then heard the bell.

He said to the phone in panic, “I… I’ll open the door…”

The other part coldly said, “Rudolph Brown, remember what I told you, if you dare to
disobey, all your family members will die miserably!”

After all, he hung up the phone directly for convenience.

Rudolph Brown, who was completely paralyzed, rolled and crawled up to the door,
struggling to open it.

As soon as the door opened, he saw Kazuo Hattori standing outside the door.

Hattori Kazuo had been waiting for Rudolph Brown’s return near his house, so he could
determine the time and call Rudolph Brown as soon as he got home to prevent him from
calling the police or notifying others.

However, before Kazuo Hattori came this time, he had already made a mask on his
face.

Japanese ninjas have been studying mask for hundreds of years. With the help of
several technological materials, their mask has become so perfect that it is impossible
for ordinary people to see any clue.

That’s why Hattori Kazuo dared to come see Rudolph Brown generously.

The moment Rudolph Brown saw Kazuo Hattori, he knelt down to the ground with a
deaf noise and shouted, “I beg you to let go of my family… I beg you…”



Hattori Kazuo came straight ahead, helped him get up with one hand, closed the door
with the other and dragged him to the room couch.

Then, Kazuo Hattori threw Rudolph Brown on the couch, sat in front of him and said
indifference, “Rudolph Brown, if you want to save your family, the only possibility is to
cooperate with me, as long as you cooperate with me obediently, after this is done, I will
definitely send your family back.”

Rudolph Brown quickly said, “Just tell me, as long as you can send my family back
safely, I can do anything!”

Hattori Kazuo nodded and said lightly, “What I want you to do is very simple. On the
night of the 11th, there will be a charity dinner in your banquet hall. I need you to
organize myself and my people to serve as waiters.”

When Rudolph Brown heard this, his face became pale in fear.

He didn’t know that this charity dinner, Stefanie Sun would be one of the guests, he just
knew that this charity dinner was organized by his young master Patrick Joules and the
China Chamber of Commerce.

Then when he heard Kazuo Hattori’s words, his first thought was that these people must
be trying to hurt Patrick Joules.

Thinking about this, he said prey to panic, “The boss behind the scenes of the Royal
Palace Hotel is very powerful. You better not provoke him… otherwise…”

Hattori Kazuo rudely interrupted him and coldly said, “If you still want your family to live,
don’t tell me this nonsense, just tell me, can you fulfill my request?”

Rudolph Brown said in a tearful voice, “If you’re planning on something, even if I take
you in, you won’t let me go after…”

Hattori Kazuo smiled and said, “Then maybe you can sacrifice yourself in exchange for
the safety of your family.”

Rudolph Brown replied, “Even if I do what you said, how can you guarantee that my
family will be released?”



Hattori Kazuo smiled and said, “You can only choose to believe me on this matter. I
can’t give you any guarantee but promises.”

Having said that, Kazuo Hattori changed the subject and said with severity, “If you don’t
do what I say, your family will surely die!”
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Immediately, Kazuo Hattori’s expression instantly softened and seriously said, “Rudolph
Brown, I’m not a perverted killer either, I just want to complete my mission and get out of
the United States safely with the money, so I don’t need to kill you, or your family.”

Rudolph Brown carefully said, “Who knows if you will kill people after the incident is
completed? In most cases of kidnapping, kidnappers will kill hostages to avoid
exposure!”

“Is that so? “Hattori Kazuo smiled with a grin and said, “Take your head Rudolph Brown,
I will let you see my face today, and I will also appear in the banquet hall with my real
face on the night of 11. It will be captured by all surveillance cameras in the banquet
hall. Since it’s definitely going to be exposed why should I kill people? Isn’t that
self-deception?”

While listening to this, Rudolph Brown believed a little in Kazuo Hattori’s words.

According to his conventional understanding of criminals, the reason for murder and
silence is to avoid exposure, and Kazuo Hattori’s words are certainly reasonable. Given
that it is to be exposed, to kill and to silence is equivalent to cover your ears.

Thinking of this, he looked at Kazuo Hattori and dropped, “Okay, I promise you that!
Please don’t hurt my family!”

“Don’t worry,” Hattori Kazuo smiled and said seriously, “On the night of 11, my people
will give your family enough food and drink, and then hide the container in an absolutely
safe place.”

“After I leave the United States, I will put the location of the container will be shipped to
you, and you will be able to rescue them that night.”

Speaking of this, Kazuo Hattori said very thoughtful, “Rudolph Brown, after we left, it’s
likely that the police will look for you to investigate and even include you as a suspect,
you don’t have to be afraid, you just need to tell the truth.”



“You can even directly tell the police the location of the dumpster, and let the police help
you save your family, so they can believe more of what you says.”

“I think even if they hold you accountable, it won’t be too serious. You’re eventually
going to jail. It will take a few years, but your family will be able to survive safely.”

Listening to this, Rudolph Brown felt a little more grateful with Hattori Kazuo.

Because he never thought these kidnappers would be considered so meticulous, there
seems to be some kind of benevolence in fact.

It was also Kazuo Hattori’s attack words that completely dispel Rudolph Brown’s doubts.

Then he looked at Kazuo Hattori and said, “On the night of the 11th, I will take you to
the banquet hall as a waiter. That’s all I have to do, right?”

Hattori Kazuo smiled and said, “It’s not just me, we’re eight people in total. As you put
us all, your mission will be complete.”

Having said that, Kazuo Hattori said again, “You don’t have to worry about other people
being uncomfortable. As far as I know, your charity dinner on the 11th night will be very
big, and there will be at least two or three hundred guests present.”

“Dinner specifications are very high, and more labor is definitely needed. At that point,
you can tell others that the eight of us are from other departments or other hotels to help
you temporarily, and others would definitely not be suspicious.”

Rudolph Brown scored a slight goal.

To maximize profits, hotels don’t usually have very sufficient manpower, which are
usually temporary necessities and temporary symptoms.

And temporary signs are also very easy. In the vacant job market in New York, there are
a large number of temporary workers working three days a week. As long as they don’t
have money to eat, they will work part time to earn some living expenses. As long as
they get paid $15 an hour no matter what type of job the other party will grab the head
and apply for it.



This group of people is very mobile, today they work as waiters in hotels, the day after
tomorrow they may be washing dishes in restaurants and in two days they can work as
carriers in a construction work.

Therefore, when he organize the entry of eight temporary workers, he will definitely not
raise any suspicions in others.

Thinking of this, he squeezed his teeth and said to Kazuo Hattori, “Okay, I promise you
that! I will definitely accommodate you there!”
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Soon, the time came to the eleventh.

Hidden beneath the busy morning rush of New York was an undercurrent that was
surging at breakneck speed.

More than a thousand people from the Cataclysmic Front had already arrived in New
York,

Hiding in all corners of the city.

And charlson cox and Patrick joules, have also been waiting impatiently.

Early in the morning, Patrick joules called charlson cox  to his study and said excitedly
and nervously,

“charlson cox , these days the media headlines are almost all about Stefanie,”

“If she disappears tonight, it is estimated that it will immediately trigger a global
sensation,”

“Are you sure that this matter will not be suspected to you and me?”

charlson cox  nodded confidently and smiled, “Young Master Joules, the Iga ninja side
has already taken care of Leroy,”

“Today they will enter the hotel ballroom as temporary waiters under his arrangement,”



“Moreover, Leroy will use their lack of experience as the reason to keep them behind to
help,”

“And then send others away from the vicinity of Stefanie’s lounge,”

“All the tools they need, have been transported to the interior of the ballroom,”

“Last night with the help of Leroy, tonight around 7:20.”

“The ninjas will be able to make their move, while Stefanie will be in the lounge waiting
to make her appearance at 7:40.”

“After winning, they will immediately leave through the back door,”

“Wait until seven forty, when your assistant goes to ask Stefanie to board the stage,”

“It will be found that, except for Stefanie, everyone else is already dead,”

“At that time, the scene will naturally be very chaotic,”

“All you have to do is to immediately call the police and leave the rest to the police.”

Here, charlson cox  said: “After the police arrives, Leroy is the first suspect,”

“As for the ninjas, they all used disguise, the police simply can not find them,”

“And after they are buried in the Atlantic Ocean, the matter is completely broken clues,”

“No one can find out the whereabouts of Stefanie, you do not have to worry about this
matter implicating you.”

“Good!”

charlson cox ’s words, let Patrick joules settle his heart, he said with a smile:



“Tonight, I will put Stefanie under my b0dy for pleasure!”

charlson cox  said: “Young master Joules, you may want to wait patiently for a while,”

“Tonight is certainly the windiest time, you’d better make a show,”

“Run more police departments to follow up on the progress of the case,”

“Appeal to the Chinese in New York to make group efforts, and then put out a heavy
reward for useful clues and so on,”

“First to leave a good impression on the public, after all, this time to take the blame
there is Leroy,”

“Also considered the Joules family people this time,”

“The matter will bring a little negative impact to the family,”

“You have to find a way to make up for this part of the negative impact.”

Patrick joules nodded approvingly and said, “Just do as you say!”

After saying that, Patrick joules asked again, “charlson cox , what are your personal
arrangements for tonight?”

charlson cox  said, “Young Master Joules, I will personally wait at the pier tonight,”

“The pier has prepared two boats, one to send those ninjas to see the Great atlantic
ocean,”

“And one to send Stefanie to my island, then I will finish docking with those ninjas, and
then escort Stefanie to the island.”

“Good,” Patrick joules said with a wicked face,



“Then you wait for me on the island, tomorrow I’ll rush there after I’m done with the
matter at hand!”

……

Meanwhile, three hundred kilometers away in Providence.

Charlie and Claire were eating breakfast together in the hotel room.

Claire knew that Charlie was going to New York today,

So she asked with concern, “Honey, when are you leaving for New York?”

Charlie looked at the time and said casually, “I’ll leave around eleven o’clock.”

Claire nodded and said, “Then you pay attention to safety on the way,”

“Since you are not here, I will eat something at the school’s restaurant at noon,”

“You get busy with your work, don’t worry about me.”

“Okay.” Charlie smiled slightly and said, “I’m sure I won’t be able to make it back for
dinner,”

“So come back to the hotel after class and call the catering department to order food. It
is not safe outside.”

Claire nodded and said, “Don’t worry, I’ll get back to the hotel directly after class this
afternoon and stay here.”

Charlie was not worried about Claire’s personal safety,

After all, Joseph had placed a number of female soldiers of Cataclysmic Front in the
hotel to secretly protect her,

With these people around, he could also travel to New York without worry.
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After breakfast, Claire cleaned up, said goodbye to Charlie, and then went to school.

Not long after Claire left, Stefanie’s phone call came and she couldn’t wait to ask:

“Charlie, when are you going to leave?”

“The lift is ready to pick you up at the hotel anytime.”

Charlie looked at the time, it was just after nine o’clock, so he said,

“No need to be in such a hurry, if you have something to do,”

“You can get busy first, I can wait until noon and then go there.”

Stefanie said, “I’m not in a hurry, I’m waiting for you to come and have lunch with me,
I’ve already booked the restaurant!”

Charlie was surprised and asked, “Stefanie, don’t you have to work during the day?”

Stefanie said with a smile, “I have freed up all my time today,”

“So I will eat with you at noon and stroll around with you in the afternoon, I have booked
the restaurant.”

Saying that, Stefanie said delicately, “You pack up now,”

“I’ll have the helicopter arrive at the roof tarmac of your hotel in ten minutes.”

Charlie had to agree and said, “Okay, I’ll change my clothes.”

Ten minutes later, a medium-sized helicopter from a ventilation company landed on the
tarmac on the roof of the hotel.

After Charlie boarded, the copter quickly took off and flew towards New York.



From Providence to New York, the straight-line distance was only two hundred and thirty
kilometers,

And the helicopter took only one hour to fly over to New York City.

Afterward, the helicopter landed at a small helicopter navigational site near New York’s
Chinatown,

And just after the plane landed, a woman with black sunglasses came over and said to
Charlie,

Who had just gotten off the plane, “Mr. Ye, Stefanie is waiting for you at the hotel,
please follow me.”

Charlie saw that the person who came to pick him up was Stefanie’s assistant Tasha,

So he nodded and said, “It’s hard for you Tasha.”

Tasha muttered, “Mr. Ye doesn’t need to be so polite.”

Saying that she brought Charlie to a Cadillac sedan parked next to the helicopter.

She took the initiative to pull open the rear door for him and spoke, “Mr. Ye, please get
in.”

“Thank You.” Charlie bent down and sat in the car, and Tasha then sat in the passenger
seat.

The driver’s seat was occupied by a white male.

With a strong, expressionless body and black tactical sunglasses as well as a monaural
intercom headset,

Which at first glance was the style of a professional bodyguard.

After getting into the car, Tasha said to the driver, “Ready to go.”



The driver nodded and immediately drove to Chinatown, a kilometer away.

At this time, New York’s Chinatown was very lively,

With stores on both sides of the road doing brisk business and many pedestrians
coming and going on the streets.

The Cadillac stopped in front of an inconspicuous Cantonese style roast goose store,

And Tasha said to Charlie, “Mr. Ye, Stefanie is waiting for you inside,”

“But because of her status, she can’t come out to pick you up personally.”

Charlie nodded, and after pushing the door and getting out of the car,

He surveyed the roast goose store and found that there was also a suspended sign
hanging at the entrance.

Charlie was curious, wondering how Stefanie, a native of China,

Would ask him to come to a Cantonese-style roast goose restaurant for lunch.

When he pushed open the door of this restaurant, see the first-floor area is only more
than twenty square meters,

Of which only four card seats and half of the area is circled into the back kitchen,

Glass room, everywhere hanging roast goose and squab type of ingredients.

And the entire first floor, only a young man wearing white guys clothing, is brushing the
phone,

Seeing Charlie come in, he subconsciously said: “Sorry, not doing business today.”



Just after the words, Tasha also pushed the door in and spoke, “He is the guest Miss
sun wants to invite.”

The young man then hurriedly stood up and said respectfully,

“So it’s Miss sun’s honored guest, please go up to the second floor,”

“Miss sun has been waiting on the second floor for a long time.”

Charlie said thanks, then went up the stairs to the second floor, and the doubts in his
heart became deeper.

When he arrived at the second floor, in front of the square table in the middle, Stefanie
was sitting facing the stairway.

Seeing Charlie coming up, she excitedly waved at him: “Charlie!”

At this time, there was another middle-aged man with gray hair, sitting opposite
Stefanie, with his back to Charlie.

Seeing Stefanie greeting behind him, he hurriedly stood up and turned around.

The moment he saw Charlie, the middle-aged man was dumbstruck,

And only after a few seconds did he suddenly kneel down on one knee,

Clasped his hands above his head, and shouted excitedly and respectfully, “Young
Master wade!”
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charlie  was stunned by the actions of the middle-aged man in front of him.

He immediately reached out to hold him in place and subconsciously asked, “May I ask
who you are?”

The middle-aged man immediately said respectfully,

“young master wade, my name is Hogan Chen, originally should have become a lonely
ghost,”



“But I was lucky to be saved by Young Master Bruce wade, so I have survived until
today.”

Hearing that Hogan was his father’s old acquaintance, charlie  respectfully clasped his
fist and bowed,

“Hello, Uncle Chen, I am charlie wade!”

Hogan is unusually excited, with red eyes said:

“I know …… I know …… turning back the first time I saw you,”

“I knew you must be Young Master wade, at first I thought I was hallucinating,”

“But as soon as I thought miss sun  told me there was a mysterious guest,”

“I immediately decided that you must be young master wade ……”

Stefanie said with a smile on the side:

“charlie , I didn’t tell Uncle that you were coming over,”

“I didn’t even tell Uncle that we had found you, originally I wanted to give him a
surprise,”

“But I didn’t expect him to be so smart, he guessed your identity right away!”

Hogan hurriedly said, “miss sun , it’s not that I’m so smart,”

“It’s just that young master and when young master Bruce wade was young, they really
look too much alike ……”

charlie  could not help but ask: “Uncle Chen, you and my father, how did you know each
other?”



Hogan let out a long sigh and said seriously:

“Back then, because of my youthful indiscretion, I messed with the wrong people,”

“The other side issued a pursuit order to kill me,”

“The entire Hong Kong Island’s kooks came out in force, just to find me out and hack
me to death ……”

Speaking of this, Hogan continued with red eyes:

“The young master Bruce wade sent people overnight to rescue me from Hong Kong
Island,”

“And personally came to Hong Kong Island to negotiate with that big brother, pay a
huge price, to get back my life ……”

charlie  said in surprise: “Uncle Chen, so you and my father are old friends ……”

Stefanie quickly said: “charlie , my father said that Uncle was a very respected famous
scholar at home and abroad,”

“Uncle wade went to Hong Kong Island many times to ask Uncle Chen to come out of
the mountain,”

“who is comparable to any great scholar!”

Hogan said modestly, “miss sun  is too polite, I can’t be considered a famous scholar,”

“But I was just fortunate to be appreciated by Young Master Bruce wade.”

As he said, he sighed and sighed:

“Back then, I originally wanted to return to the countryside and let go of my horse,”

“But I was fortunate to be appreciated by Young Master Bruce wade,”

“So I decided to follow him and build a career,”



“But I never thought that just when I finished my personal affairs and was about to go to
eastcliff,”

“To return to Young Master Bruce wade, he suddenly abandoned the wade family and
left eastcliff with his wife, his whereabouts unknown ……”

charlie  heard here, his heart could not help but tighten.

The time Hogan is talking about it, he himself should be only eight years of age.

So, he hurriedly asked, “Uncle Chen, the cause of my parents’ death, do you know the
hidden story?”

Hogan shook his head and said apologetically,

“I’m sorry young master wade, I only heard about Young Master Bruce wade’s murder
later,”

“And at that time, he had already cut off contact with me,”

“And the last time he contacted me was before he was ready to leave the Wade family.”

charlie  was busy asking, “At that time, did my father say anything to you?”

Hogan said, “Back to young master wade, Young Master Bruce wade was talking to me
on the phone at that time,”

“He said he was leaving the Wade family, but still hoped that I could serve the Wade
family,”

“And also asked me to contact Stefan, the great steward of the Wade family at that time,
but I didn’t agree.”



Saying that Hogan a bit ashamed to explain: “I do not hide from you wade young
master,”

“Back then, I would not have wanted to be involved in the affairs of the underworld, if
not for the charisma of young master Bruce wade convincing me, I would not have
chosen to go out again ……”

“So, I felt that if I were to serve Young Master Bruce wade, I would not hesitate to die!”

“But if it’s not to serve him, then I didn’t want to make things difficult for myself.”

“So, I promised Young Master Bruce wade that when he decided to return to the Wade
family,”

“Or set up his own business, just one phone call, no matter where I am,”

“What I am doing, as long as he still needs me, as long as I still have a breath,”

“I would just crawl, I will also go to him to resume orders ……”

“At that time, the young master also respected my choice, only I did not expect,”

“Soon after, to hear the news that he was killed ……”
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Speaking of things from the past, Hogan’s eyes have filled with tears,

He could not help but choke on his wrist and said:

“I really did not expect that the young master Bruce wade would die young, it is …… too
bad ……”

charlie  also could not help but sigh lightly, when his father died,

He was just in his thirties, in the prime of life, it is indeed a pity to the extreme.

While feeling emotional, charlie  could not help but ask:



“Uncle Chen, how did you come to New York afterward?”

Hogan let out a bitter smile and said, “After the death of Young Master Bruce wade,”

“I quietly went to Aurous hills to mourn, when I intended to return to Hong Kong Island,”

“The big brother who wanted to kill me also heard about the accidental death of Young
Master Bruce wade,”

“So they immediately issued another pursuit order,”

“I saw that I cannot return to Hong Kong Island,”

“So I had to smuggle from the mainland to the United States, and stay here until now
……”

Saying that Hogan could not help but ask:

" young master, where have you been all these years?”

“Mr. sun in order to find you, went almost all over the world, just to the United States he
had come several times,”

“I also helped him together in the United States to find you several times but had come
to nothing ……”

Stefanie on the side said: “charlie , my father and I also came to New York to look for
you before,”

“At that time it was Uncle who received us, right here in this hotel!”

Saying that she looked at Hogan and said with a smile,

“Uncle Chen, I remember when I first came to your place with my dad,”

“I was just eight years old, the last time I came was twenty years old,”



“Now I am twenty-six, and your place still hasn’t changed at all.”

Hogan smiled faintly and said, “I am a kind of person, it is difficult for me to change after
getting used to something,”

“In fact, to put it bluntly, I am so lazy.”

Stefanie looked at charlie  and explained, “charlie , in the past, when I came to America
with my father to look for you,”

“Uncle Chen’s place was the first stopping point, oh yes, Uncle Chen’s roast goose, the
taste is especially good!”

Hogan could not care less about modesty and could not help but ask,

“miss sun , how did you find young master wade? Where did you find him?”

charlie  opened his mouth and said, “Uncle Chen, in fact, I have been in Aurous hills all
along.”

Hogan was dumbfounded as he listened and exclaimed,

“How could that be? In the beginning, it seemed that many people,”

“Including Mr. sun, went to Aurous hills to look for you, but everyone came up
empty-handed ……”

Hearing this question, charlie  then told the story about Stefan placing him in the
orphanage.

After hearing this, Hogan could not help but sigh:

“With Stefan, I have had a few encounters, at that time, I thought that this person was
rough,”

“Righteous, but I did not expect that his strategy was so strong,”



“This hand of black under the lamp, his play is really at a level!”

Stefanie said with a smile, “Uncle Chen, can we talk while we eat, I’m hungry.”

Hogan hurriedly said, “Fine, fine, blame me, miss sun , young master wade,”

“You two please sit down first, I’ll go to the back kitchen to prepare the meal.”

Saying that he looked at charlie  and said ashamedly:

“young master wade, my small store is not very good at cooking,”

“I’ll just serve some of the same for you to try, so I won’t arrange for you to order a
meal!”

charlie  said very politely: “Thank you, Uncle Chen, thank you for your hard work.”

“I should, I should! You two please sit down first, I’ll be right there!”

Hogan said that, turned around, and ran downstairs quickly.

Stefanie looked at charlie  with a smile on her face and asked him in a low voice,
“charlie , aren’t you a little confused?”

charlie  smiled faintly and nodded, “A little …… I thought you just called me out for a
meal, I really didn’t react ……”

Stefanie mysteriously smiled, then took out the phone from her pocket,

Handed it to charlie  and said, “charlie , my father explained to me before, when you
come, let you listen to this.”

charlie  was a little surprised, and when he looked up,



He saw that on the screen of the phone was Stefanie’s WeChat dialog box with her
father.

At the bottom, there was a voice message, charlie  took the phone and wanted to click
the play button,

Stefanie quickly reminded: “charlie , listen with the earpiece mode!”

charlie  nodded, clicked play, and immediately put the phone against his ear.

Within the earpiece, orian’s voice came, and he said very solemnly:

“bruce’s son, your father once told me that the one who wins Hogan will win the world,”

“Such a pillar of talent, you absolutely cannot let go!”

“No matter what, you must persuade him to come out of the mountain and help you!”

Chapter 4109
After listening to orian’s voice message, Charlie was surprised in his heart.

If it is really as orian said, combined with his father’s recognition of this man back then,

It is enough to see that Hogan must have very strong overachievements.

And Charlie is also very clear in his heart, his current biggest development constraint is
the scarcity of talent.

Although the Cataclysmic Front is strong, but after all, it cannot see the light,

And what the Cataclysmic Front can solve, is the force level problem.



In the future, want to let the wade family’s strength rise,

Force is only a very small part of it, more, is the operation.

In this point, even Charlie himself is far from it.

In the future, the wade family not only needs a leader to show the course,

But also needs an experienced trader with the safest and most efficient way

To help the wade family this huge ship sailing more stable, faster, and farther.

Perhaps Hogan is a suitable candidate.

However, Charlie knows very well in his heart that he is not familiar with Hogan and
knows very little about his past,

And he is bound to do the same for himself.

It would undoubtedly be a bit abrupt to directly propose an invitation at such a time.

So he planned to take this opportunity to get acquainted with him.

Soon, Hogan and the fellow downstairs began to walk upstairs with the elaborate
Cantonese-style rice dishes.

After Hogan had finished his work and filled the long table with food,

He finally stopped his busy work, took off his apron, and came to the opposite side of
Charlie and Stefanie.

After some courtesies, the three of them sat down opposite each other.

Hogan took out a bottle of old yellow wine and said to Charlie,

“young master wade, if you have a taste for it, you might as well have a couple of
glasses together.”

Charlie said without thinking, “Yes, Uncle Chen, I will drink some with you.”



Hogan nodded and smiled, opened the yellow wine, and was about to pour it for
Charlie,

When Charlie took it over first and smiled,

“Uncle Chen, you are the elder, it is better for me to pour you a drink!”

With that, he poured the wine glass in front of him half full first.

Hogan seemed to be somewhat terrified, stretched out his hands to protect the wine cup
all the time,

After Charlie finished pouring, he said gratefully,

“Thank you, young master wade,”

Charlie nodded and asked, “By the way Uncle Chen, are you from Hong Kong Island?”

“No.” Hogan shook his head and said, “My ancestors are from Duanzhou, Guangdong
Province,”

“My father ran to Hong Kong Island during the war, I was also born in Hong Kong
Island,”

“My father relied on the ancestral craft of roasting geese in Hong Kong Island,”

“And took root in Hong Kong Island, and then my family gradually became rich,”

“So they sent me to Europe and then America to study.”

Charlie asked curiously, “Then how did you meet my father?”

Hogan said, “I met your father when we were hiking in the United States,”



“We were both students at that time, we just ran into each other when we were hiking
during the holidays,”

“Plus we both had almost the same trip planning, so we became friends from then on.”

The two of us went to schools far away from each other,”

“But we didn’t see much of each other, although we wrote and called often.”

“Then later, your father went back to China with your mother, and left me a contact
when he left,”

“Hoping that I could go to eastcliff to find him after graduation,”

“But my heart was attached to the home, so I went back to Hong Kong Island.”

Chapter 4110
Charlie heard this and nodded gently.

He actually wanted to know how Hogan was later given a kill pursuit order by the big
guys in Hong Kong Island.

However, he thought that such questions were generally sensitive and not suitable to be
asked in person,

So he gave up in his heart and said with a smile on his lips,

“So you and my father actually met because of a hiking trip.”

Hogan nodded with a smile, looked at Charlie and asked with a smile,



“young master wade, do you want to know how I was put under a jianghu pursuit order
in Hong Kong?”

Charlie was slightly stunned, and immediately afterward, he said smoothly,

“Uncle Chen, I’m not going to hide it from you, I’m really curious ……”

“Haha!” Hogan smiled brightly and said, “This matter, back then in Hong Kong Island
almost everyone knows ……”

“To say not afraid of young master wade making a joke, I went back to Hong Kong
Island,”

“My father’s health was not very good, so I hoped I could take over his roast goose
store,”

“Although I was young when not less to help him, but also Not less to learn his secret,”

“But I was with higher education, after all, advanced elements, high-minded and
arrogant,”

“So took the liberty of the store to cash out, take the money to start my own business,”

“Specializing in asset management for the rich.”

“Later, I helped a very famous rich businessman on Hong Kong Island, surnamed Liu, to
manage his assets,”

“So that his assets quintupled in three years, he was very happy, so he called me to his
company and said to me:

‘Ah Hogan, you have helped me make so much money, I do not know how to repay
you,”



“How about this, do you have any wish that you can not accomplish, tell me I will help
you to realize it!'”

Speaking of this, Hogan shrugged his shoulders and said,

“When I saw how sincere he was, I told him, ‘peter Liu, that second wife you kept in the
mansion in Layla,”

“She was my first girlfriend in middle school, I loved her very much, and she loved me
very much ……”

“If I hadn’t been so determined to pursue my studies, I certainly wouldn’t have left her,”

“And if she hadn’t been desperate because of a sudden change in her family,”

“She wouldn’t have agreed to your pursuit as a married man and become your captive
canary ……”

“Now I also have some ability, boasting that I can give her a happy life,”

“So, can you return her to me for the sake of me helping you earn so much money
……'”

Charlie and Stefanie both listened dumbfounded, never thought that Hogan was put
under a jianghu pursuit order, but because of a woman.

At this time, Hogan sighed, lamented:

“I thought, he does not look at the face of the monk to see the face of the Buddha,”

“Not to see the face of the Buddha at least have to look at the face of money,”

“And he was surrounded by many women, just be worshipped as a goddess of just
Hong Kong and Taiwan actress,”

“Do not know how many obsessed with him, and he had also been everywhere dabbling
in flowers,”



“He was a notorious playboy in Hong Kong ……”

Said here, he turned, self-deprecating:

“But I counted a thousand calculations, but only did not count to,”

“He was such a playboy, my first girlfriend was not just another woman in his life, but
also true love ……”

“At that time I just finished this sentence, he immediately let his men to arrest me and
beat me up,”

“After the beating put the gun on my head, forcing to ask me whether I have given him a
cuckold ……”

“I only revealed my feelings to my first girlfriend and asked her if she was willing to
leave that person and stay with me,”

“And only after I got her approval did I tell the truth to Mr. Liu, and it was because,”

“I felt guilty that I tried my best to help him make money and hoped he could make us
whole ……”

Chapter 4111
Stefanie on the side asked nervously, “And then? What did he say?”

What did he say ah?” Hogan repeated, sighed, and said helplessly,

“Of course, he did not believe me, he said I must have cuckolded him behind his back,
no matter how I explained he was not moved.”

“However, he later said, for the sake of money, can forgive me this time,”



“Let me go back to recuperate, by the way, give me time to think clearly;”

“If I get well and continue to help him make money, he would pretend that nothing had
happened, otherwise, he would take my life.”

Speaking of this, Hogan smiled and added:

“However, he could not dream that I had left a backhand when I decided to tell him all
this,”

“And I asked my first girlfriend in advance to come out of the villa with her passport and
wait for me at the hospital near the company.”

Charlie was surprised and asked, “You guessed that he would beat you into the
hospital?”

“Not really.” Hogan laughed: “If I had known he would really do that,”

“I would have taken my first girlfriend and eloped, and I would have received fewer
beatings.”

Hogan said: “In fact, I was thinking that there are only three outcomes;”

“The first one is that Liu sees that I have helped him earn so much money,”

“There is still value in the future, plus he has too many women around,”

“And will not care too much about one of them, so directly let us go;”

“The second, is the surname Liu after knowing the great shock, directly would be killed;”

“The third one is that although Liu is very angry, but for the sake of my use-value,”

“Give me a lesson, let me give up this idea, continue to make money for him.”

The first one is that I can walk to the hospital and tell her the good news myself,”

“And because it’s close, I can also see her faster;”



“If the situation went the second path, then she certainly can not wait for me at the
hospital entrance,”

“If not wait for me, it proves that the surnamed Liu will not let her well,”

“But at least she has escaped from the clutches advance so that she can report to the
police,”

“So that the police look for my whereabouts, but also by the hand of the police, to
protect her own personal safety;”

“If the situation went to the third, then she would see me being beaten half to death and
sent to the hospital,”

“Which also proves that the surnamed Liu does not intend to fulfill our wish,”

“Then we do not do what he thought, immediately meet in the hospital, and then find the
opportunity to elope.”

Charlie heard this, in the heart, he admired this man.

Ordinary people do things, take one step to see one step,

Smart people do things, take one step to see three steps, the most intelligent people,
take one step to determine ten steps.

Hogan did not know in advance what the outcome of this matter but made the most
meticulous arrangements in this situation.

And, this can also be seen in his love for his first girlfriend, of the three possibilities,

He had a possible death, a possible injury, but he left his first girlfriend three
possibilities,

All in and out, basically would not have any risk of injury.



This shows that this person’s way of thinking is really much better than the average
person, and also much better than himself.

At least, the same thing if placed on their own, they certainly can not do him so
meticulous and thorough.

At this time, Hogan expression with a childlike smile said:

“At that time I was sent to the hospital covered with injuries,”

“Who would have thought that half an hour later, I quietly ran out of the hospital, and
took his first girlfriend to elope.”

Saying that, Hogan said again, “I was planning to take a plane to Southeast Asia,”

“And then find the opportunity to smuggle from Southeast Asia to the United States,”

“But I did not expect that the surnamed Liu returned to the villa, did not see my first
girlfriend,”

“Found my first girlfriend took away the passport, immediately after gave the Jianghu
pursuit order,”

“Offering a reward of 30 million Hong Kong dollars for my life ……”

Chapter 4112
Hogan continued: “At that time, we both just arrived at the airport,”

“Before getting out of the cab, you could see a lot of kooks outside the airport looking
around,”

“I saw things are not right, can only give up the original plan.”



“Originally I wanted to find the opportunity to smuggle out of Hong Kong,”

“But the 30 million reward, is the year Hong Kong’s largest dark flower, several major
gangs on Hong Kong Island were fighting,”

“But in order to earn this money, they all temporarily shook hands and made peace, all
the men sent out to find us both,”

“Even the Macau gumshoes had heard the news to come to try their luck, all the gates
and piers in Hong Kong,”

“At that time, were gumshoe eyes, I was desperate, before calling your father to save
his life ……”

“Later, young master brue flew over from eastcliff, met with Liu, made a lot of sacrifices
and concessions,”

“In exchange for his promise to let us live, for which I have been very grateful,”

“Also promised him to settle his family and other things on this side of Hong Kong
Island,”

“To go to eastcliff to find him, for him to saddle ……”

Speaking of this, Hogan sighed: “But I never thought that later the young master brue
died young ……”

“After his death, the surname Liu immediately turned his face, in my visit to the young
master brue,”

“He took out 30 million dark flowers to buy my life, I had no choice but to escape ……”

Charlie at this time could not help but ask: “Uncle Chen, what about your first girlfriend?”



Hogan smiled self-deprecatingly and said, “She came to the United States with me,”

“Because there was still a little cash on hand, we arrived in New York and blacked out
here,”

“With the money on hand to open such a small restaurant, the income was not bad,”

“But every day morning and night it was really hard, after a long time,”

“She may not always adapt to the life here, so one night I after returning from odd jobs,”

“I found that she had taken her passport and left without saying goodbye.”

Charlie really did not expect that the end of the story would end this way, a moment of
surprise and all speechless.

He originally thought that Uncle Chen gave up everything,

And eventually will be able to harvest a release of the love of the South Mountain,

The achievement of a good story of a lover finally become a couple.

But even in his dreams, he did not expect to end up with such a miserable ending.

Hogan also saw Charlie’s amazement, a slight smile, shrugged his shoulders and said,

“Indeed she did so I can understand, after all, when she was in Hong Kong Island,”

“Living in tens of millions of dollars of luxury villas,”

“And after we came to the United States, living in the basement of less than five square
meters,”

“That kind of dark life, the average person really can not accept.”

Charlie nodded, and asked, “So she went back to Hong Kong Island?”



Hogan laughed: “I think she must have returned, but I risked calling back to my friends
on Hong Kong Island to ask,”

But no one knows her whereabouts.”

“I was told that she might have taken her life and asked me to check the missing
persons information at the police station,”

“But I didn’t believe it because if she really took her life, she couldn’t have taken her
passport with her,”

“And since we were illegal immigrants, the only use for her to take her passport with
her”

“Would be to actively expose her identity and then be deported back to Hong Kong
Island,”

“So I knew then that she must have gone back to Hong Kong Island.”

“This state of uncertainty about her whereabouts lasted for about six months or so,”

“Until after the original spouse, surnamed Liu, died of an illness, she suddenly appeared
in the public eye as Liu’s official girlfriend.”

“Not long after, the two of them got married, that wedding was very grand,”

“The Hong Kong Island famous tycoons and stars had gone,”

“I dragged someone from Hong Kong Island to buy some newspapers and magazines
that reported her wedding,”

“There are many photos of the wedding scene, see the photos of her really happy,”

“I was rest assured, then I have been at ease to run this small restaurant, until now
……”



Chapter 4113
When Charlie heard this, he no longer knew what to say.

It sounded like Hogan gave so much for love, but in the end, it turned out to be an
empty basket.

It can even be said that he lost his wife and lost his army.

Moreover, he was originally in Hong Kong Island, already an elite among the elite,

And could even make his father look at the cottage for him, so to speak, his original life
was full of unlimited prospects.

However, in the end, he not only gave up everything he originally had but also offended
a big man.

Someone he could not afford to mess with,

So much so that he is now unable to return to Hong Kong Island or live in the United
States with a reasonable and legal identity.

An elite class at the top of society, in the end, could only be smuggled into the United
States,

With many Chinese who choose to live in the dark in Chinatown to work,

Nestled in the dilapidated zone for more than twenty years ……

It is not too much to say that his life is ruined by his own decisions.

Thinking of this, Charlie Couldn't help but ask him, “Uncle Chen, these things, do you
ever regret?”

Hogan shook his head and smiled lightly: “There is nothing to regret, people have to be
responsible for their own decisions,”



“I really wanted to go with her to the end, but I was overwhelmed by love at that time,”

“And failed to analyze the feasibility of this matter objectively and deeply from multiple
angles.”

He said and continued with a smile: “People say that heroes are sad to beauty,”

“Not to mention that I was not at all heroic at that time, and young and frivolous,”

“Always feeling that the two’s love was the most important,”

“But I did not understand that a single person at different times, with different positions,
will make very different decisions ……”

“Some women, who have been caged finches for a long time,”

“Deep down will grow a yearning for nature and feel that they would be perfect if they
could dive headfirst into nature;”

“But most of them, in fact, do not really yearn for nature, but eat too much, live too
comfortably,”

“If you really let them fly to nature, subjected to wind and rain, sun and clouds,”

“Winter snow and frost and hunger, most of them, will begin to miss the old cage;”

“At this time, the cage in her eyes is no longer a cage, but a palace to look up to.”

Speaking of this, Hogan snapped his desk and shook his head with a bitter smile,

“Unlike her, I really yearn for nature, so it’s normal to part ways.”

Bitter smile for a moment, Hogan picked up a glass of wine, took a shallow sip, and
waved his hand, laughing:

“But love is something that requires such reckless, desperate courage to have a soul,”



“If everything is calculated ten steps forward, ten steps backward, and finally weighed
out the most favorable choice,”

“It is not love, it is business, I still hope that love is something that can try to be simpler.”

Charlie Heard this, Hogan’s open-mindedness, felt only more admiration.

Then, he asked, “Have you ever thought of returning to Hong Kong?”

Hogan laughed: “Thought about it, but the surname Lombardo did not let me back,”

“Originally he has not given up on killing me, even after the two of them got married,”

“The assassination that bought my life has been in,”

“And even at that time, there were already people who intended to come to the United
States to find my whereabouts,”

“After that, Mr. Sun for me, went to Hong Kong Island to talk to him once,”

“His meaning was that I have become the only one left in his life that is a column of
shame,”

“He gave Mr. Sun a face, no longer hunting me, but I also have to have self-awareness,
in this life I can not return to Hong Kong.”

Charlie Couldn't help but frown and said in a cold voice:

“I think this person is too much!”

Hogan laughed, “It’s understandable, after all, my behavior made him lose face in Hong
Kong,”

“And for rich people, reputation is often more important than anything else.”



Charlie Nodded slightly, he had wanted to tell Hogan that if he wanted to go back,

Then he would definitely help him take care of that rich man named Lombardo.

Even, Charliealso wanted to tell him, if he is willing to cooperate with himself and help
him in the future,

He himself will certainly make his life reverse.

However, Charlie Thought for a moment, and then felt that today is his first meeting with
Hogan,

If he could take the initiative to say this, it would seem too purposeful.

Moreover, he lacked an understanding of Hogan, so he might as well get familiar with
him first and then try to figure it out.

Chapter 4114
At this time, Hogan took the initiative to help himself and Charlieto pour the wine, said
with a smile:

“Young Master Wade, do not just talk about me, how about talking about you,”

“You have been missing for so many years, many people were thinking about your
safety,”

“Including me, but I have been unable to take care of myself, not able to do something
like Mr. Sun, around Looking for you ……”

Charliesmiled gratefully and then told him about his approximate experiences over the
years.

When Hogan learned that Charliewas now the head of the Wade family,



He was thrilled beyond words and exclaimed in praise, “Young Master Wade, for you to
become the head of the Wade family,”

“I believe that Young Master Bruce’s spirit in heaven must be very relieved!”

Charliegently nodded, couldn’t help but feel emotional:

“In my opinion, the only way to truly console my father’s spirit in heaven is to let the
Wade Family stand at the top of the world.”

After hearing this, Hogan’s face was shocked.

He really did not expect that Charliewould have such an ambition.

However, he knew very well in his heart that it was not difficult to have great ambition,

But to turn it into reality was as difficult as ascending to heaven.

How much Charlie Is like his father, he is not quite sure.

When he thought back to the kindness of Bruce to himself, at a certain moment, he
moved to serve Charlie like a dog and horse.

However, he and Marven’s idea, the first meeting has not given them a deep friendship,

After all, he does not know Marven, and Charlie may not look at himself.

So, the two very tacitly agreed to talk more and more easily,

And soon, they talked about Marven’s trip to New York at this time.

Hogan asked: “Young master Wade you came to the United States this time, should be
especially to support Miss Sun’s concert, right?”

Charliesmiled and said, “Actually, I came to the United States to accompany my wife to
further her studies,”



“And I just happened to be in Providence, and I came here today to accompany
Stefanie to a charity dinner.”

“So that’s how it is.” Hogan nodded and said with slight confusion,

“A charity dinner that can invite Miss Sun to attend must be very influential,”

“But I don’t seem to have heard of any important charity dinners recently ……”

Stefanie said casually, “It seems to be the Chinese Chamber of Commerce and the
young master of the Joules family doing it together,”

“The purpose is to give donations to the Chinese orphans in Europe and America.”

Hogan frowned slightly and suddenly smacked a little different taste.

Although he was only a small owner of a roast goose store,

But because he studied finance and did investment and financing and business
management back then,

What he was best at was information collection and analysis.

Based on this habit that he has maintained for many years, he pays close attention to
the valuable information around him,

As long as it is useful, no matter what, he will pay attention to remembering it, and
habitually analyze it at the earliest.

Therefore, over the years, what major events have happened in New York, he basically
knows them all.

Because of this habit, he has seen and analyzed a lot of things and has come up with
his own set of rules.



The first is the charity activities, in this city of New York, there are almost no low-key
charity people.

So, as long as someone wants to engage in charity,

They will certainly try every way to promote the momentum so that the charity dinner is
known by everyone.

And a charity dinner to invite Stefanie, but keep it low-profile and away from the
community news, this is not normal.

Secondly, this kind of activity is a charity dinner, itself a very flashy and high-profile
performance.

To put it bluntly, the charity dinner is a bunch of people who could have taken the money
out of a low-key good deed,

But they have to get together and make a grand banquet, and even get the media to
broadcast the whole thing,

And then take with a high-profile the little or whatsoever money out, for, nothing more
than to gain the maximum attention.

So, obviously a charity dinner, but also to deliberately keep a low profile,

In the eyes of Hogan, like a couple said that they want to quietly undergo a hidden
marriage,

But I can't help but set off firecrackers to celebrate, it is a bit weird.

So, he asked Marven: “Young Master Wade, are you also an invited guest to this charity
dinner?”

Charlie Shook his head and said, “I’m not, I was called over by Stefanie as an escort.”

Stefanie smiled and said, “Uncle Chen, I pampered Charlie For half a day before he
agreed to come over to accompany me.”



Hogan felt even more strange, he thought for a moment and spoke,

“Miss Sun, I wonder if it is convenient for you to take me to this charity dinner to see the
world?”

Chapter 4115

Stefanie sun did not expect that Hogan was actually interested in the charity dinner, and
without any hesitation, she said with a smile, “If Uncle Hogan is interested, come with us
at night.”

Hogan nodded and said with a smile, “Okay, it won’t cause trouble to Miss sun, will it?”

Stefanie sun shook her head and said, “How could that be? They invited me to be a
guest, so they have to give face.”

Hogan sighed: “That’s good… To tell the truth, the last time I attended a charity dinner
was when I was on Hong Kong Island more than 20 or 30 years ago. Since I came to
the United States, I have never participated in such an occasion. Today Just in time to
meet the world.”

charlie had no doubts about Hogan’s words.

Moreover, he didn’t ask Stefanie sun the details of this auction, so he didn’t feel
anything strange. He was much less sensitive than Hogan in terms of details.

After eating, Charlie and Stefanie sun simply stayed in Hogan’s small restaurant.

The three chatted a lot on the second floor, and also let charlie hear a lot of things
related to parents from Hogan’s mouth.

However, Hogan didn’t know the secret behind the murder of charlie’s parents back
then.



Six pm.

A series of crisp footsteps came, and chlora, who was wearing a professional suit, ran
up to the second floor of the restaurant.

As soon as she got up, she said to Stefanie sun, “Stefanie sun, Mr. Wade, it’s almost
time for us to set off.”

Stefanie sun nodded and said to Hogan, “Uncle Hogan, let’s go.”

Hogan smiled and said, “Wait for me, I’ll go downstairs to change clothes.”

Below the roast goose shop, there is a basement and a half, which is also the home
where Hogan has lived for more than 20 years.

charlie and Stefanie sun waited on the first floor for a while, and after a while, Hogan,
who put on a black suit, came up from below.

Although Hogan is in his fifties, but because of his tall, thin body and angry face, after
putting on a suit, he looks very capable and a bit unrestrained.

This also made charlie sigh in his heart, if his father was still alive, he would be like
Hogan.

Afterwards, charlie, Stefanie sun and Hogan took the bulletproof Cadillac of the security
company and went with the team to the venue of tonight’s charity dinner, the Royal
Palace Hotel in New York.

At the same time, in the Royal Palace Hotel, the eight Iga ninjas headed by Kazuo
Hattori had already changed into their waiter clothes and started to pretend to be busy
behind the scenes of the banquet hall.

Due to the shortage of manpower today, the person in charge, summoned 20 temporary
workers in one breath to help, and all the experienced employees were transferred to
the front to serve the guests.

This is also a common routine in hotels, so no one feels that something is wrong.



At half past six, Stefanie sun’s motorcade drove into the Royal Palace Hotel, and then,
under the guidance of the staff, the motorcade drove into the main passage of the
banquet hall.

***The passage is at the back of the banquet hall, which is not open to other guests, so
it can better protect the privacy of VIPs.

After the convoy stopped, the American bodyguard in charge of driving said to chlora in
the co-pilot: please wait in the car for a while now, we have to get out of the car for
safety confirmation.”

chlora nodded, and after that, more than 20 bodyguards in bulletproof vests descended
in one breath from the cars in front and behind.

These people are indeed very professional in their field. When they got out of the car,
they immediately blocked both ends of the convoy and conducted detailed safety
inspections on the left and right sides.

There were even a few bodyguards who walked directly into the aisle to confirm and
check the route Stefanie sun was going to take next.

After confirming that there was no danger, the voice of the teammate came from the
driver’s intercom: “Everything is ready, you can let Miss sun get off the bus.”
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The driver immediately said, “Miss sun, you can get off the bus.”

After he finished speaking, he pushed open the car door and opened the rear door for
Stefanie sun.

Stefanie sun and charlie walked into the car together, and at this time, Hogan, who was
sitting in the car behind, also got out of the car.

The two bodyguards walked out of the tunnel and said to Stefanie sun, “Miss sun, you
can go in now.”



Stefanie sun nodded. At this time, two middle-aged people and a young man walked out
of the aisle together.

The leader is Lu Sinian, the president of the New York Chinese Chamber of Commerce,
and the middle-aged man walking on his left, named Luan Xianning, is the executive
vice president of the New York Chinese Chamber of Commerce and a friend of Orrin
sun when he was young.

As for the young man on Lu Sinian’s right, he was naturally the organizer of this charity
dinner, the eldest son of the Joules family, Patrick.

Patrick made such a big battle just to trap Stefanie sun in it, so when he heard that
Stefanie sun was coming, he naturally couldn’t wait to see her.

At this time, Stefanie sun also saw three people. After recognizing that one of them was
Luan Xianning, his father’s friend, he smiled and said, “Hello, Uncle Luan!”

Luan Xianning said with a smile, “Oh, Stefanie sun, your uncle hasn’t seen you for a
long time. Why haven’t you come to the United States for a few days to sit at your
uncle’s house? Your auntie luan keeps talking about you!”

Stefanie sun said politely: “Uncle Luan, there have been a lot of things going on
recently, and I haven’t made time to visit. If you and Aunt luan have time, I’ll go to your
house for dinner tomorrow night!”

Luan Xianning said happily: “Okay! That daughter of mine admires you the most! If she
knew you were going to eat at home, she will be so excited that she wouldn’t be able to
sleep tonight!”

With that said, Luan Xianning hurriedly said: “By the way, uncle will introduce to you,
this young and promising young man is the eldest young master of the Joules family in
the United States. This charity dinner was organized by the young master Joules.”

Patrick smiled slightly, nodded at Stefanie sun very gentlemanly and said, “Hello, Miss
sun! My name is Patrick, I have heard your name for a long time, and today I finally got
to meet Miss sun herself!”

Stefanie sun also nodded and said, “Young Master Joules is very polite.”



charlie, who was on the side, looked at Patrick with great interest, and thought to
himself, “I don’t know what this young master of the Joules family has to do with Joules
Kexin, whether it is Joules Kexin’s cousin or Joules Kexin’s. nephew?”

Luan Xianning said again at this time: ” let me introduce to you again, this is the
president of our New York Chinese Chamber of Commerce, Lu Sinian.”

Lu Sinian said with a smile: “Ms. sun, it is a great honor for our New York Chinese
Chamber of Commerce to cooperate with you this time. Please rest assured, Miss sun,
our New York Chinese Chamber of Commerce will do our best to make you and Your
team is happy!”

Stefanie sun nodded politely and said, “Then it will be hard work for President Lu!”

At this time, Luan Xianning looked at charlie, then at Hogan, and asked curiously,
“Stefanie sun, who are these two gentlemen?”

Stefanie sun first introduced Hogan: “This is Hogan, an old friend of my father.”

After speaking, she introduced charlie in a serious manner: “As for this… his surname
wade, he is the chief Feng Shui master of my North American tour this time. He can be
like me, just call him Master wade.”

“Master wade…” Luan Xianning was a little surprised, and looked at charlie carefully,
seeing that he was so young, and he didn’t have the demeanor of a master, he felt a
little more contempt in his heart, he always felt that he was probably a liar, but his mouth
was full of contempt. Very politely sighed: “I didn’t expect Master wade to become a
Feng Shui master at such a young age. He is really young and promising!”

charlie smiled and said casually: “It’s not young and promising, it’s just that some friends
are there to support him. If Mr. Luan has any feng shui needs, you can come to me.”
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Luan Xianning didn’t believe in Feng Shui secrets at all, so he didn’t catch charlie, but
said with a smile: “Okay, since Master Wade said so, I’ll cheer for you when I have a
chance.”

charlie saw that he didn’t care about him, and a few polite words were just a passing
scene. If this guy really wanted to ask him to show him Feng Shui, he wouldn’t betray
him at all.

The so-called socializing is such a ghost. Obviously you can’t look down on the other
party, but you have to show some admiration. You talk about something, but you want
the other party to never contact you in the future.

So, charlie simply said, “Sorry, Mr. Luan, my schedule is quite full recently. If you really
need Feng Shui, I can recommend other Feng Shui masters for you.”

Luan Xianning didn’t expect charlie to speak so frankly, and felt a little unhappy in his
heart, and thought to himself, “I’m polite to you just to give you face, but you’ve taken it
seriously? You thought I would really invite you to come and give it to me. What feng
shui look?”

So, Luan Xianning laughed twice and said, “It’s alright, since Master Wade has no time
recently, let’s talk about it next time.”

When he said this, what Luan Xianning thought was: “This kid wade is a liar, I have to
take time to remind Stefanie sun well, don’t fall for this kind of liar.”

Patrick said with a smile at this time: “The banquet will start in a while, why don’t we go
first, we have prepared a VIP lounge for Miss sun, and Miss sun will have to rest there
for a while, and then come on stage after the banquet starts. , or to surprise the other
guests outside.”

After speaking, Patrick said again: “Now, apart from the three of us, more than 200
other guests do not know that Miss sun is the mysterious VIP tonight. I believe that
when Miss sun comes on stage, it will definitely cause a huge sensation.”



Stefanie sun knew about his arrangement early on, so she didn’t have any objections,
she nodded lightly, and said politely, “You’ve paid for your hard work, young master.”

Patrick smiled and said, “This is what it should be.”

Having said that, he hurriedly made a gesture of invitation and said, “Miss sun, please!”

Stefanie sun nodded, and an American bodyguard stepped forward and said to Stefanie
sun, “Miss sun, we have checked the inside and it is all safe, and there are security
personnel arranged by Master Joules, so we will not send too much. Many people went
in, I plan to let six team members go in with you, and the rest are on standby at the front
and rear doors.”

Stefanie sun did not doubt that there would be any problems with her safety, so she
agreed.

Afterwards, Stefanie sun took charlie, Hogan, and assistant chlora, followed by Patrick
and others.

However, Kazuo Hattori was not immediately arranged near the VIP room that Patrick
had prepared for Stefanie sun, but stayed in the back kitchen temporarily to help
prepare drinks.

According to Kazuo Hattori’s own plan, he had to wait for Stefanie sun to enter the VIP
room before sending one of his subordinates. During the process of delivering wine to
the banquet hall, he accidentally knocked over the red wine on the stall near Stefanie
sun’s VIP room. Weston came forward and arranged for several other people to quickly
replace the stained carpet, and they took advantage of the opportunity to change the
carpet to attack Stefanie sun.

At this time, Patrick and others brought Stefanie sun and his party to the door of the VIP
lounge. Patrick took the initiative to open the door and said to Stefanie sun, “Miss sun,
please rest here for a while, and the dinner will officially start later. After our speeches
are over, we will announce that we will invite mysterious VIPs to appear, and there will
be staff to inform you when the time comes.”

“Understood.” Stefanie sun didn’t think much, nodded and said, “Then I’ll wait here.”



“Okay!” Patrick nodded happily and said with a smile, “Then Miss sun will go to rest first,
and we will go ahead and prepare.”

After Patrick and others left, a bodyguard said to Stefanie sun: “Miss sun, we have
checked the VIP lounge, there are no other passages, it is very safe, and there are no
eavesdropping and video recording devices, you can rest assured, our six People will
be guarding the door, and you can call me anytime if you have any questions.”

Stefanie sun nodded and said, “It’s hard work.”

“It should be.” The other party said: “By the way, Miss sun, there are some drinks and
desserts in it. I suggest you to be safe and not eat them casually.”
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“Okay, I know.”

After Stefanie sun finished speaking, she looked at charlie and Hogan and said, “Uncle
Hogan, Brother charlie, let’s go in and sit for a while.”

After finishing speaking, he looked at chlora again and said, “chlora, come in and have
a rest too.”

The four immediately entered the lounge.

As soon as Hogan entered the lounge, he began to look around.

Although the lounge is luxuriously decorated and furnished, he always felt that it was
difficult to feel safe in this place.

Because this lounge has only one door with the outside world, other than that, it is a
completely closed space.

Under normal circumstances, this kind of room has excellent privacy, but in the event of
danger, this kind of room has almost no chance of escape.



Thinking of this, he couldn’t help but be a little worried. He always felt that this charity
dinner and this closed room seemed to be hiding some hidden secrets.

So he asked Stefanie sun, “Miss sun, how did you get invited to this charity dinner?”

Stefanie sun said: “That Vice President Luan is an old friend of my dad’s former friend.
Because of this relationship, I reached a series of cooperation with the New York
Chinese Chamber of Commerce in the first few stops of this tour. A few days ago, Uncle
Luan It was said that the young master of the Joules family wanted to cooperate with
them to hold a charity dinner, and I hoped that I could come over to support it. I thought
the theme of this charity dinner was quite meaningful, so I agreed.”

Hogan nodded and asked again, “Tonight’s charity dinner is for Chinese orphans, right?”

“Yes.” Stefanie sun nodded, and looked at charlie involuntarily, and said, “Brother
charlie suffered a lot in the orphanage back then, and now he also donates a lot of
funds to charity for orphans, so I I also want to contribute to the orphans.”

chlora on the side also quietly stared at charlie at this time, wanting to see if charlie’s
expression would change because of Hogan’s question.

charlie, whose emotional nerves were a little sluggish, didn’t react at this time, but
Hogan was even more worried in his heart.

Because he felt that, in this way, this charity dinner was more tailor-made for Stefanie
sun.

Then what is the purpose of the other party doing this?

Did that young master Joules fall in love with Stefanie sun and wanted to cater to her, or
did the other party have some bad thoughts about Stefanie sun?

Without this airtight room with nowhere to escape, Hogan might think that Patrick
wanted to do what he liked and win Stefanie sun’s attention.

However, if this room is included in the analysis conditions, Hogan feels that there is a
faint murderous intent in it, so the latter seems to be more likely.



It’s like, if a man goes on a date with a woman, if he carries a condom with him, it
doesn’t necessarily mean that he wants to commit a crime. Maybe he just wants to have
a smooth sailing after the atmosphere arrives.

But if he carried a dagger with him in addition to the condom, then the flavor of the
matter would change.

For a while, he didn’t know how to tell Charlie and Stefanie sun his views. After all,
Stefanie sun is a public figure, and many things will naturally be magnified infinitely
once they reach a public figure.

If Stefanie sun is not a big star, then she would really advise her to be cautious, and it is
best to leave here first.

However, Stefanie sun is a public figure after all, and she is here to attend a charity
dinner. If she leaves without saying goodbye, once it spreads, it will have a great
negative impact on her reputation and reputation.

If you think too much, then this matter will make a big oolong.

At this time, charlie saw that his brows were slightly frowned, and he seemed to be very
worried, so he asked curiously, “Uncle Hogan, what do you think?”

Hogan came back to his senses, shook his head and said, “Oh, there’s nothing Young
Master Wade, I just think the privacy of this room is really good.”

charlie felt a little senseless, but nodded politely.

At this time, Hogan sat down beside charlie and asked him in a low voice, “Master
Wade, I always feel that it is not good.”

charlie asked him in surprise: “Uncle Hogan, what do you mean?”

Hogan looked around for a minute, and whispered  “Here.”
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charlie was a little surprised, looked at Hogan, and asked in a low voice, “Uncle Hogan,
what do you think is the problem here?”



With the continuous improvement of his own strength, charlie has already entered a
state of constant change.

Therefore, he doesn’t need to tighten a string all the time. With his strength, he can
basically deal with emergencies easily.

However, Hogan is different.

After coming to the United States for so many years, Hogan has always been cautious.

On the one hand, he has to worry that the immigration bureau will find out his illegal
immigration status, and on the other hand, he has to worry that the rich man named Liu
on Hong Kong Island will send someone to find him.

Therefore, he is always vigilant about everything around him, and his sense of danger is
naturally more sensitive.

At this moment, Hogan said in a very serious low voice, “Young Master Wade, there are
many small details that don’t always match with me.”

After speaking, he expressed all the doubts in his heart.

After charlie heard this, his expression gradually became colder.

He felt that Hogan’s analysis was very reasonable.

One thing and two things are abnormal, it may be a coincidence, but many factors are
abnormal, which makes it difficult to explain by coincidence.

Thinking of this, he asked Hogan in a low voice, “Uncle Hogan, do you think that Patrick
is conspiring against Stefanie sun?”

“Well.” Hogan nodded and said, “Patrick is the young master of the Joules family, and
his status is the highest among everyone outside, so he can’t help others to sing, so he
must be the real protagonist. .”



After speaking, Hogan said again: “Also, in his capacity as the young master of the
Joules family, since he decided to do this, he must have a very careful plan, and he
must not leave any risks. They arranged us in such a place. The intention of the room
where there is no way to go back is obvious, the murderous intention is everywhere,
Young Master Wade!”

charlie couldn’t help frowning. In his mind, he suddenly thought of charlson Cox, whose
whereabouts are still unknown.

So, a question arose in his mind: Will that charlson Cox have anything to do with
Patrick?

In other words, could Patrick be charlson Cox’s important family?

After all, if Patrick really wanted to attack Stefanie sun today, it would prove that he, like
charlson Cox, was a beast in human skin.

Moreover, charlson Cox only disappeared after he came to New York. With the ability of
Dragon Hall, charlson Cox’s whereabouts were not found, which proved that charlson
Cox must have defected to a very powerful person, and Patrick just had this strength.

As soon as he thought of this, charlie immediately took out his mobile phone and sent
Abbas a text message. The text of the text message was: Check charlson Cox and
Patrick of the Joules family to see if the two had any intersection in the past, and also
check What is the relationship between Patrick and Jian? “

But everything that is written into the archives is much easier to check in Dragon Hall.

Although many of Patrick’s materials are highly encrypted, Dragon hall has its own
informants in the US intelligence department, and hackers trained by themselves can
directly decipher the confidential information, so they quickly found charlson Cox and
Joules’s files, and then made a comparison of the two files, and found it immediately.

While charlie was waiting for a reply, Stefanie sun looked at the two of them in surprise
and asked, “Uncle Hogan and Brother charlie, what are you two talking about over
there? It’s mysterious…”



charlie smiled slightly and said casually, “I’m very curious about that young master
Joules, let’s ask Uncle Hogan.”

Stefanie sun asked inexplicably, “Brother charlie, what are you curious about him?”

charlie was about to speak when he suddenly received a text message, which read: “Mr.
wade, Patrick’s father is Roger, his grandfather is fredrick, Jian is his great-grandfather,
and the others are still under investigation.”

When charlie saw this, he knew that Patrick turned out to be Joules Michaela’s nephew.

So, he said to Stefanie sun, “It’s a coincidence that I know this aunt of Patrick.”

“Ah?” Stefanie sun asked in surprise, “How did you know his aunt?”

charlie smiled and said, “That’s a long story.”
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At this time, charlie’s mobile phone received another message: “Mr. wade, charlson Cox
and Patrick, once studied in the same university, and the two of them went to university
for a completely overlapping time, at least it can prove that the two of them are alumni
relationship. .”

“F*ck!” charlie cursed in his heart. When he received this message, his heart
immediately became clear and he couldn’t help thinking: “I can’t find this charlson Cox
everywhere, so he came to New York to defect to Patrick!”

“The Joules family is powerful, and New York is the back garden of the Joules family.
How can their strength and resources in New York be compared to the Dragon Hall?”

“If charlson Cox has been hiding in the Joules’s house, even if the Dragon Hall is
looking for another month, he may not be able to find his whereabouts!”

Therefore, charlie was very firmly convinced that today’s charity dinner was Patrick’s
trick for Stefanie sun, and it was even possible that charlson Cox was behind it!

At this time, charlie’s expression had become very ugly.



He really didn’t expect that the young master of the Joules family would be so bold that
even his charlie’s sister dared to move!

At this time, Hogan also saw that charlie’s expression was wrong, and quickly said in a
low voice, “Master Wade, if the other party is really malicious, it may be difficult to deal
with just a few bodyguards outside, and I speculate that the other party will definitely
choose to be in charity. When the dinner officially starts, we have a five-minute window
left.”

Having said that, he immediately added: “I have a plan to delay the troops. Now I will
call 911 immediately and tell them that someone here uses explosives to plan a terrorist
attack.”

“In New York, terrorist attacks are the highest level of incidents. Once a report related to
a terrorist attack is received, the police will take it very seriously. The special operations
team will arrive by helicopter within five minutes, and within ten minutes of receiving the
report, the New York police will At least more than 300 police officers from the
surrounding area will be dispatched to the scene to support;”

“What’s more, this is the property of the Joules family. The young master of the Joules
family is here tonight. The police will only pay more attention to it. If we don’t turn this
place upside down, we will never give up!”

“At that time, the influx of special police and police officers will be able to completely
disrupt their plans tonight, and we will be temporarily safe!”

Hearing this, charlie couldn’t help but be surprised by Hogan’s response speed.

He did not expect that Hogan could think of a series of solutions in such a short period
of time.

The 9/11 that shocked the world that year happened in New York, and it was a
permanent pain in the city. So he believed what Hogan said, once the police in this city
received a report of a terrorist attack, they would do their best to respond quickly.



What’s more, this is the site of the Joules family, and the young master of the Joules
family is hosting a banquet here tonight. If there is an attack, the consequences will be
disastrous.

This is bound to make the police even more nervous.

Therefore, the feasibility of this method is almost 100%.

However, charlie didn’t plan to use Hogan’s method.

He smiled slightly and said to Hogan: “Uncle Hogan, if you catch a traitor, you must be
in bed, and if you catch a thief, you must catch the stolen goods! If the thief comes, you
don’t catch it, but instead you want to run away with your property. You can run away for
a while, but not forever, as long as the thief is still there. , he will always miss your
property.”

After hearing this, Hogan said in horror, “Young Master Wade, the opponent is the
Young Master of the Joules family. He doesn’t know how many top experts he has
under his command, and our bodyguards alone may not be their opponents at all.
Retreat, and then think about countermeasures, stay with the green hills, not afraid of
running out of firewood…”

charlie nodded and said with a smile, “Uncle Hogan, don’t worry, it doesn’t matter if he
is a baboon or a monkey, as long as I am here, no one can do it!”
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Hogan didn’t understand that he had told charlie the danger level of the matter without
reservation, but charlie was unmoved.

He couldn’t help but sigh: “Young Master Wade doesn’t really think he can control such
a situation…”

Thinking of this, he couldn’t help but sigh: “Compared with Young Master Bruce, Young
Master Wade is very courageous, but the overall situation is still a lot worse… If he can’t
escape today, isn’t Young Master Bruce going to end?”



As soon as Hogan thought about it, his whole body was like an electric shock.

He knew that  Bruce had only one son, charlie, and he only knew today that charlie was
still alive.

Therefore, he could not accept in any case that the benefactor’s only son would die
here.

He felt that he had survived for more than 20 years, and there was nothing to regret
when he died, but charlie was still young, and the blood flowing through him was the
blood of the dragon and the phoenix among the two people,  Bruce and Lily (evans) (
Charlie’s mom ). In any case, I can’t just watch him die here!

So he immediately took out his cell phone and subconsciously prepared to call 911.

At this moment, he no longer cares whether charlie will block or not, and whether charlie
will be angry or not, in his opinion, keeping charlie’s life is the most important.

However, when he took out his mobile phone and was about to unlock it, he suddenly
found that the upper right corner of the mobile phone actually displayed the words No
Service!

He exclaimed in his heart: “This is the city center of New York! How could there be no
operator’s signal? Could it be… Could it be that they have blocked the mobile phone
signal?!”

Hogan guessed correctly.

charlson Cox was worried that if Iga ninja encountered a fight and gave Stefanie sun
time and opportunity to call the police, it would greatly increase the difficulty of their
actions.

In that case, as long as Stefanie sun calls the police, all plans will be in vain.

Therefore, he specially reminded Patrick that multiple signal jammers were installed
within a 20-meter radius of Stefanie sun’s room.



This kind of signal blocker can isolate radio signals very well. Once it is turned on,
whether it is a mobile phone signal or a walkie-talkie signal, it will be completely cut off.

Moreover, he handed the remote control switch of the signal jammer to Kazuo Hattori,
and as soon as he felt that the time was right and he was ready to do it, he would
immediately cut off the signal.

Just a minute ago.

After passing through Stefanie sun’s room, Kazuo Hattori’s two subordinates
accidentally knocked over the red wine that was going to be brought to the front. The
red wine stained the carpet woven with pure wool, so Kazuo Hattori immediately asked.
Two people change the carpet.

As a result, several people immediately took out a roll of brand-new carpets from the
equipment room and prepared to replace them.

The six bodyguards at the door were a little wary of this, but this vigilance only made
them pay more attention to these waiters, and did not make them immediately aware of
the approaching danger.

At this moment, Kazuo Hattori suddenly pressed the remote control in his pocket, and
the signal jammer started working instantly. Then, he winked at his subordinate who
was about to replace the carpet, and the hands of several people immediately reached
into the rolled carpet. middle.

At this time, there were more than ten poisoned shuriken hidden in the carpet.

This kind of cold weapon like Xiao Li’s flying knife is extremely lethal because it has
been quenched with the poison that seals the throat with blood, and it can be silent.

After each of them held four riken swords, they exchanged glances, and at this moment,
Kazuo Hattori suddenly attacked!
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He turned around at an extremely fast speed, and aimed at two of the bodyguards with
the four lily swords in his hand and shot them out at extreme speed.

The others followed suit immediately, and in an instant, nearly twenty lily swords rushed
towards the six bodyguards.

The six bodyguards realized that there was danger, and before their bodies could react,
they were stabbed by the shuriken and died instantly!

The whole process took less than two seconds!

Immediately afterwards, Kazuo Hattori gave his subordinate a quick wink, and everyone
immediately replenished their shuriken and rushed towards the door of the VIP room.

At this time, Stefanie sun and chloe in the room knew nothing about the danger outside
the door.

Because, in the banquet hall next door, the charity dinner has officially started, and the
voice of the host and the sound of applause make them unable to hear the movement
outside the door at all.

At this time, chloe was still muttering in confusion: “Hey, why is there no internet…”

Hogan on the other side was already extremely nervous. He knew that if the mobile
phone was not connected to the Internet, it must be a signal that the other party was
ready to act. He had already missed the last chance.

Only charlie, with his keen senses, could hear everything that happened outside the
door.

He recalled his experience when he faced the Hasimoto family ninjas in Japan, and felt
that the weapon used by the other party outside should be the shuriken used by Tenglin
Ninja Tenglin Qingtian at that time!

He couldn’t help frowning, and said with a playful smile: “Oh, it turned out to be a
Japanese ninja!”



As he said that, he quietly held the Soul Piercing Blade in the palm of his hand.

When Stefanie sun heard this, she asked in surprise, “Brother charlie, what do you
mean by Japanese ninja…”

Before the word ninja was finished, the door was suddenly kicked open!

Immediately afterwards, Hattori Kazuo led seven Iga ninjas and rushed in at high speed.

The two girls screamed in fright, and Kazuo Hattori coldly instructed the ninja beside
him: “Except for the women, kill all the rest, and leave no work…”

Just like Stefanie sun, Kazuo Hattori didn’t finish his last words. When he looked up, he
suddenly saw charlie sitting facing the door. His scalp was numb in an instant, and he
quickly went from scalp to toes!

Hattori Kazuo voiced fear, fear and panic in his vision, and said in a trembling voice:
“wade… Master Wade?! You… why are you here…”

When the other seven ninjas heard this, they followed Kazuo Hattori’s gaze.

It doesn’t matter at this point, when the seven people saw charlie, they all knelt on the
ground with a fright and bowed their heads!

These people, without exception, all responded to Ito Nanako’s signs and went to Wade
mountain to help charlie during Ancestors events.

There, they saw charlie’s terrifying strength with their own eyes.

Especially charlie hooked his fingers and killed two of the four kings of the Dragon Hall!

That scene has left them with lingering fears to this day!

You must know that even their leader, Hattori Kazuo’s father Hattori Hanzo, is not an
opponent of the Four Great War Kings of Dragon Hall!



Even two Hattori Hanzo and three Hattori Hanzo have no chance of winning in front of a
Dragon Hall battle king.

But charlie, like killing a local dog, easily killed two war kings. In their eyes, this strength
is like a god!

Seeing charlie here at this moment, they are naturally frightened and scattered!

Kazuo Hattori saw the seven subordinates around him kneeling down, and he regained
his senses. He quickly knelt on the ground and said in fear: “…Master Wade…I’m…I’m
sorry…I’m really sorry…I’m going down… Kazuo Hattori…Iga ninja under the command
of Miss Ito…At the beginning of Wade mountain, I followed Miss Ito to help you fight
against Dragon Hall…Today…I didn’t know you were here today, I offended you
unintentionally.

Please make amends…”

Stefanie sun, chloe, and even Hogan were all dumbfounded at this moment.

A second ago, these eight talents rushed in with murderous intent;

But after a second, these eight people actually knelt down, and without exception, these
eight people were all kowtowing and begging for mercy!

charlie looked at Kazuo Hattori at this time, smiled contemptuously, and asked coldly,
“Kazuo Hattori, right? Tell me, how the hell did you eat, and even dare to kill me?!”

A man Hattori folded his hands together and said in horror: “Master Wade… A guy
surnamed Cox invited us to come at a high price, let us kidnap the two women in this
room, and then kill everyone else… I really don’t think so. If I know it’s you…”

After all, he glanced at Stefanie sun and chloe in the room, and immediately recognized
Stefanie sun among them!

At this moment, he was almost scared out of his mind!

He is not only a fan of Stefanie sun, but also met Stefanie sun with his own eyes on
Wade mountain that day, and knew that Stefanie sun was charlie’s confidante.



It was only at this moment that he realized that it was Stefanie sun who charlson Cox
had asked him to kidnap!

He couldn’t help scolding in his heart: “Isn’t this a f*cking dog?! I’d rather kidnap God
Amaterasu than kidnap Charlie’s woman…”

The flustered Kazuo Hattori cried and said, “No wonder… No wonder that guy
surnamed Cox is unwilling to tell me who the target is… Master Wade, I was used by
someone! That person just told me that there was someone in this room. Two women,
let’s tie both women first, without telling me who these two women are…”

After that, he knelt down a few steps, came to charlie, kowtowed like crazy, and cried,
“Master Wade… I really didn’t know you and miss sun  were here… If I knew, I would It
is to give me ten thousand courage, and I will never dare to harm miss sun … I beg you
to be merciful and spare me this time…”


